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Sector Note

Financial Highlights & Investment Considerations


The financial performance of the four Greek systemic banks (namely Alpha Bank | ALPHA:GA, National Bank (NBG) |
ETE:GA, Piraeus Bank | TPEIR:GA, and Eurobank Ergasias | EUROB:GA) has demonstrated significant volatility over
the past years following the burst of the Greek crisis. The release of H1 2017 financial results of the four major banks
th
st
(on August 30 & 31 , 2017) shows that volatility may somewhat dwindle in the quarters ahead, however the
recovery trend will remain challenging and in some cases it is going to be tough.
Although the Greek banks have successfully weathered the two big versions of the crisis, of years 2012 and 2015,
they are still not in position to generate solid earnings due to negative or zero loan growth and also due to the
continuous impairment losses on existing loans. The Greek banks continue to be markedly dependent on the so far
unpredictable mix of macroeconomic and political developments in the country. This maintains the high risk profile
of the Greek banking stocks in a period when their valuation ratios (according to the banks’ trailing profitability, if
any) appear to be expensive compared to the market’s average valuation standards.
Specifically: a) The NPE (non-performing exposures) stock of Greek banks has a tendency to slowly decline but it is
still volatile. b) Net loans continue to post negative growth, which is a signal of defensive strategies. c) CET-1 ratio
for all banks is strong, however this strength is not exploitable; it mainly functions as defensive mechanism. d) On
the front of curtailing operating expenses and implementing restructuring plans (such as sale of non core business
interests), there is notable progress. However, this progress is mainly used to solidify the banks’ equity and is not
translated into better bottom line performance due to loan loss provisions and other extraordinary factors. e) The
loans to deposits ratio is high for the sector, with the notable exception of National Bank. e) Eurosystem funding has
been largely contained since July 2015, from >€ 120 billion to <€ 60 billion, pointing to banks’ lower cost of funding.





What Lies Ahead


Greek banks are expected to deliver slowly improving fundamentals, with some volatility though, in the following
quarters. On the other hand, they are going to need further capital in order to grow their loan portfolios and achieve
stronger bottom line performance. Particularly, they will need to proceed with actions of various forms (bond issues,
new sales of assets, etc.) in order to achieve better than expected performance. It is noted that already in the past 45 years, the four Greek banks have successfully completed 3 major recapitalization phases and other related actions.
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Important Note:
Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services, issue reports or
communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such information has not been verified by
VRS, and VRS does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions, estimates, and
statements nonfactual in nature expressed in its research represent VRS’s judgment as of the date of its
reports, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In
addition, there may be instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and
statements may not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of “covered
companies” by no means.
Valuation & Research Specialists (VRS) are the sole creators and distributors of this report.
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Alpha Bank Stock Price (€) & Transaction Volume | ALPHA:GA
Price Close: € 2.04 | Market Cap: € 3,149 million

Last 52 Weeks | September 2016 – September 2017

Source: Athens Exchange.
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National Bank (NBG) Stock Price (€) & Transaction Volume | ETE:GA
Price Close: € 0.322 | Market Cap: € 2,945 million

Last 52 Weeks | September 2016 – September 2017

Source: Athens Exchange.
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Piraeus Bank Stock Price (€) & Transaction Volume | TPEIR:GA
Price Close: € 4.29 | Market Cap: € 1,873 million

Last 52 Weeks | September 2016 – September 2017

Source: Athens Exchange.
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Eurobank Ergasias Stock Price (€) & Transaction Volume | EUROB:GA
Price Close: € 0.845 | Market Cap: € 1,847 million

Last 52 Weeks | September 2016 – September 2017

Source: Athens Exchange.
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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (1)
VALUATION & RESEARCH SPECIALISTS (VRS) is an independent firm providing advanced equity research, quality valuations and
value-related advisory services to local and international business entities and / or communities. VRS services include valuations of
intangible assets, business enterprises, and fixed assets. VRS’s focus business is in providing independent equity research to its
institutional and retail clients / subscribers.
VRS is not a brokerage firm and does not trade in securities of any kind. VRS is not an investment bank and does not act as an
underwriter for any type of securities.
VRS accepts fees from the companies it covers and researches (the “covered companies”), and from major financial institutions. The
sole purpose of this policy is to defray the cost of researching small and medium capitalization stocks which otherwise receive little
research coverage. In this manner VRS can minimize fees to its clients / subscribers and thus broaden investor’s attention to the
“covered companies.”
VRS analysts are compensated on a per-company basis and not on the basis of their recommendations. Analysts are not allowed to
solicit prospective “covered companies” for research coverage by VRS and are not allowed to accept any fees or other consideration
from the companies they cover for VRS. Analysts are also not allowed to trade in the shares, warrants, convertible securities, or
options of companies they cover for VRS.
Furthermore, VRS, its officers, and directors cannot trade in shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of any of the
“covered companies.” VRS accepts payment for research only in cash and will not accept payment in shares, warrants, convertible
securities or options of “covered companies” by no means.
To ensure complete independence and editorial control over its research, VRS follows certain business practices and compliance
procedures. Among other things, fees from “covered companies” are due and payable prior to the commencement of research and,
as a contractual right, VRS retains complete editorial control over the research process and the final equity analysis report.
Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services, issue reports or communications, or
other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such information has not been verified by VRS, and VRS does not make any
representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions, estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in its
research represent VRS’s judgment as of the date of its reports, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith
and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions,
estimates, and statements may not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to sell
or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of “covered companies” by no means.
DISCLOSURE CHECKLIST
Covered Company
Greek Banks

Bloomberg
--

Reuters
--

Stock Price
--

Date
September 5, 2017

Disclosure
--

1. VRS has acted as financial consultant for the covered company within the past 24 months.
2. VRS has sent the research report to the covered company, prior to publication or dissemination, for factual verification.
3. VRS has changed the contents of the initially sent report, with respect to: only factual changes have been made.
4. VRS has received compensation from the covered company for the preparation of this research report.
5. VRS produces research reports for this company on systematic basis.
6. VRS produces research reports for this company on demand basis.
7. VRS has produced a research report for this company within the past 12 months.
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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (2)
The current research report as well as other statements that VRS may proceed with, may include future statements, regarding the
future financial performance of a company or another entity or product, as well as strategies and expectations. Statements about
the future may typically include expressions such as “trend”, “prospect”, “opportunity”, “course”, “believe”, “possibly”, “expect”,
“current”, “intention”, “estimate”, “forecast”, continuation”, “remain”, “maintain”, “target” and other similar expressions or future
or hypothetical verbs such as “will”, “must”, “could”, “may be” and other expressions.
VALUATION & RESEARCH SPECIALISTS (VRS) caution that forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks
and uncertainties, which change over time. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and VRS assumes
no duty to and does not undertake to update forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from those
anticipated in forward-looking statements and future results could differ materially from historical performance.
In addition to factors previously disclosed in VRS reports and those identified elsewhere in this communication, the following
factors, among others, could cause actual results to differ materially from forward-looking statements or historical performance: (1)
the introduction, withdrawal, success and timing of business initiatives and strategies; (2) changes in political, economic or industry
conditions, the interest rate environment or financial and capital markets, which could result in changes in demand for products or
services or in the value of assets under management; (3) the impact of increased competition; (4) the impact of capital
improvement projects; (5) the impact of future acquisitions or divestitures; (6) the unfavorable resolution of legal proceedings; (7)
the extent and timing of any share repurchases; (8) the impact, extent and timing of technological changes and the adequacy of
intellectual property protection; (9) the impact of legislative and regulatory actions and reforms and regulatory, supervisory or
enforcement actions of government agencies; (10) terrorist activities and international hostilities, which may adversely affect the
general economy, domestic and local financial and capital markets, as well as specific industries; (11) the ability to attract and retain
highly talented professionals; (12) fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates; (13) the impact of changes to tax legislation and,
generally, the tax position of the covered company.
COMPLIANCE WITH EU DIRECTIVES and GREEK LAWS
VRS prepares its equity research reports in a best effort to comply with the provisions of the EU Directive 2003/6/EK of the
European Commission (L 339/73/24.12.2003, L 096/16/2003), the Guidelines 2003/125/EK and the Decision 4/347/12.7.2005 of the
Hellenic Capital Markets Committee, as well as with the provisions of article 14, Greek Law 3340/2005, and the relevant
clarifications with regard to the legal obligations of equity analysts. VRS analysts are certified by the Hellenic Capital Markets
Committee. The latter may request from VRS analysts to justify their views and conclusions with regard to this research report.
ANALYST CERTIFICATION
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the undersigned analyst(s) about the subject issuer and
the securities of the issuer. In addition, the undersigned lead analyst(s) has not and will not receive any compensation for providing
a specific recommendation or view in this research report.
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